
                                                                    
 

Comitology: Pilot Licenses: Exchange of Views 

MEP El Khadraoui, Said (Rapporteur) – in principle in favour of the legislation but has 3 
questions: 

1.     Cruise relief on long distance flight, on these flights co pilots without the same 
qualification as the pilot will be in charge of this flight section, in a way second 
category pilots will become part of the crew, will that be the case? 

2.     Will private pilots from 3rd countries be forced to hold 2 pilot licenses until mutual 
recognition between EU-USA will accord? (It is very expensive to maintain and 
update 2 pilot licenses), how can this be avoided. What is the progress on mutual 
recognition?  

3.    In the case of countries with bad weather and volcanoes, should we allowed pilots to 
fly using ordinary visual means 

Mr. Matthew Baldwin (Director of Aviation Unit, DG MOVE, European Commission)  

Regulation (EC) No. 216/2008 requires the European Commission to adopt common rules in 
the field of aviation such as pilot licences with the assistance of the European aviation safety 
agency to prepare the rules. The European Commission has a legal basis to issue legislation 
on harmonising pilot licences. The deadline for implementation is 8th April 2012. The 
European aviation safety agency’s opinion has reproduced member states standards from 
ICAO and JAA. This proposal has been discussed with member states, the text will be 
translated and send July to the European Parliament, publication around November, which 
will give 4-5 months for member states and industry to give their opinion. 

There will be a 2 years transitional period (April 2014) to ensure smooth transition. 

There will be a complementary proposal for medical requirement for pilots and cabin crew 
and harmonisation on cabin crew physical fitness; this in order to reduce the unnecessary 
burdens to authorities and operators, such as initial medical examination and 
documentation. This proposal will be sent to the European Parliament in the coming months 
after being translated.  

Regarding the criticism that the Commission is trying to over regulate the point of pilots 
licences, but the Commission has the legal basis to do this. American pilots flying within the 
EU needs to comply with EU rules. The problem of 2 pilot licences can be solved by using the 
concept of validation for pilot licensing; to accept these licences, conditions must be agreed 
upon and added to the bilateral agreements. With the USA it is an Annex added to the 
bilateral agreement and it is currently making good progress. 

Canada and Brazil are more complicated, unlike with the USA, there is need to have full EU 
procedures. COREPER has decided that new Annexes to these agreements can be added 
only after the EU Council has approved a formal EU proposal. The Commission is concerned 
that this is heavy and long winded procedure due to time limit of the transitional period.  

 



                                                                    
 

In regard to cruise relief co pilots in long distance flights – legislation is already in place 
today, the Commission has just transferred it from one regulation to another due to 
industry request.  

MEP Riquet, Dominique (EPP) – What will happen if by April 2014 there is still no 
agreement between EU and USA pilot licences mutual recognition?  

MEP Meissner, Gesine (ALDE) – How is it possible that licences acquired in the USA not 
equivalent/recognized to those acquired in the EU? On Cruise-relief co pilots, these pilots 
can only fly large aircrafts if they have the appropriate training, what happens if one of the 
Cruise-relief co pilot had few months off, will they still be allowed to fly during the cruise 
relief control, will they have the competence? Will Council have to accept the Brazil 
agreement?  

MEP Lichtenberger, Eva (GREENS) - what does USA do with EU/Canada/Brazil pilot licenses? 
Why Canada/Brazil is considered being difficult for mutual recognition? Is it the usual case 
that the EU must accept what the USA say? Some pilots took their licence there as it is 
cheaper and easier, will the EU require tests no longer necessary from pilots? Will there be 
age discrimination in proposed medical examination legislation? 

MEP Foster, Jacqueline (ECR) – The UK believes that EU and USA pilot licences are equality 
good therefore there should not be any problem with mutual recognition. Does not see a 
problem with cruise relief co pilots, 2 co-pilots/heavy crew is necessary for long duration 
flight, so the crew can rest, the co pilots are trained exactly the same, this is just transposing 
one regulation to another. Concern - now including the term residence as well on pilot 
licences, might cause people to lose their job, must have mutual recognition.  

MEP Bradbourn, Philip (ECR) – Emphasised that there was no transparency in this 
procedure. Citizens have approached him as they were unable to put their case in front of 
the people who took the decision. Why didn’t the Commission open this issue to the public, 
why the secrecy? Further, this decision might endanger a long time system, the domicile of 
the pilot is not relevant, and this will cause discriminations between pilots. If a pilot of US 
licence is domicile in EU why can’t this pilot fly? There is no reason to change the system, is 
there a cause to think that these licences are not safe? We have a blacklist to block things 
which are not safe. The cost to convert the entire licenses is estimated at 125 million 
pounds, why the extra costs if initially there is no problem?  

MEP Simpson, Brian (S&D) – the European Parliament passed the regulation in 2008 
allowing the Commission to harmonized EU pilot licences in the EU. In regard to cruise flight 
co pilots, there should not be a problem. The USA has yet to recognize EU pilot licence, USA 
and EU pilot licence should be mutually recognize, but if the USA doesn’t recognize the EU 
licences why should the EU recognize the USA’s?  

  

Mr. Matthew Baldwin (Director of Aviation Unit, DG MOVE, European Commission) 
responding: 



                                                                    
 

        MEP Riquet, Dominique (EPP) – during the 2 years of transition the mutual 
recognition will be negotiated and closely monitor, as the deadline approaches it will 
be decided whether to extend the deadline.  

        MEP Meissner, Gesine (ALDE) – the new licences are to ensure greater safety. 
Further, this is not one way negotiations, if the USA won’t recognize EU licences, the 
EU won’t recognize USA licences. We need negotiation that preserves both sides’ 
demands. 

        MEP Foster, Jacqueline (ECR) – cruise relief co pilot training requirements will be 
considered for those returning from leave.  

        MEP Lichtenberger, Eva (GREENS) -   the procedure for Canada and Brazil is more 
complicated in terms of negotiations. Brazil doesn’t have mutual recognition with 
USA on pilot licences; the Commission has no information in regard to USA-Canada 
at the moment. In the case of age discrimination, there should not be any in the 
proposal.  

        MEP Bradbourn, Philip (ECR) – sometimes lack of transparency is correct, there are 
interest groups that find it hard to access the decision making procedure. The 
European Parliament is the one that has agreed on EU pilot licences, obtaining 
mutual recognition should not be a problem; perhaps several USA licences would 
need further training in case of safety. The Commission is building on current rules, 
not creating something new.   

  

Next Steps: 

Once the Commission proposal is translated into all official languages; the TRAN committee 
has 3 months to respond.  

  

 


